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Executive Summary 

The New Jersey Digital Readiness for Learning and Assessment Project-Broadband Component 

(NJDRLAP-Broadband) is part of a multi-faceted effort by the New Jersey Department of Education 

(NJDOE) to help K-12 schools improve their educational technology capabilities. Conceived in 2013, the 

idea was to use an innovative procurement process to aggregate demand for Internet access among 

hundreds of schools in order to increase capacity and quality while simultaneously cutting costs.   

The NJDOE contracted with Dellicker Strategies to develop the concept and partnered with the 

Middlesex Regional Educational Service Commission (MRESC) and Bergen County Technical Schools 

(BCTS) to execute the procurement. After the issuance of a Request for Proposals (RFP) in 2014, a team 

of educators evaluated submissions and the MRESC awarded service to seven different providers. As of 

June, 2015, 145 school organizations have signed up for MRESC consortium service and will start to 

receive Internet access beginning July, 2015. 

The success of NJDRLAP-Broadband is defined by five criteria: good school participation, enhanced 

Internet capacity, improved service quality, better overall value and a more competitive marketplace.  

NJDRLAP Impact 

For fiscal year (FY) 2014-15, NJDRLAP-Broadband has 

exceeded expectations for all evaluated criteria.1 Key results 

from the program report and conclusions derived from the 

analysis are summarized below: 

Participation by schools was good, but 

could have been even better.   

 145 school organizations signed up for $20.6 million in 

new NJDRLAP-Broadband contracts so far. 

o This includes 70 percent of operating districts 
eligible for new services during FY 2015. 

o The consortium will connect 219 school buildings to the Internet beginning July 1, 2015. 
o Eight public charters and private/non-public schools have ordered consortium services. 

The capacity of educational networks was enhanced significantly.  

 Participating school organizations added 2.5 times their current Internet capacity, on average. 

o Internet bandwidth increased 152 percent- from 284 to 718 megabits per second (Mbps). 

o Total bandwidth for inter-district digital exchange increased by 385 percent, on average.2 

                                                           
1 To compile the NJDRLAP-Broadband Fiscal Year (FY) 2014-15 Program Results, the project team reviewed 
information from 747 school organizations, including 598 districts, 87 public charters and 62 private/non-public 
schools. Data was derived from vendor reports, school surveys and E-Rate filings, current as of May 31, 2015. 
2 This includes regional wide area network (WAN) bandwidth that connect schools across district boundaries. 

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

reduced the price of 

Internet access by 76 

percent for 145 

participating school 

organizations across New 

Jersey, increasing their 

bandwidth 2.5 times while 

saving them $89 million. 
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The quality of school technology infrastructure has improved markedly.  

 25 participating school organizations upgraded to Ethernet fiber from cable modems or DSL. 

o Statewide, the ratio of schools choosing fiber over copper increased from 71 to 79 percent. 

o Schools choosing enhanced types of Internet access increased from 66 to 74 percent.3 

o 69 K-12 organizations will have access to regional wide area networks for enhanced service. 

The value of K-12 Internet service contracts has increased substantially.  

 Average monthly Internet prices declined from $26.77 to $6.40 per Mbps for participating schools. 

o This 76 percent price decrease saved schools an average of $20.37 per Mbps each month.  

o That totals $89 million in cost savings and a 7,700 percent return on investment to NJDOE.4  

The competitiveness of the K-12 marketplace has advanced dramatically.  

 Even schools that did not sign consortium contracts spent $10 million less on Internet access. 

o 13 different companies competed to earn the business for NJDRLAP-Broadband. 

o Seven earned awards: Affiniti, Comcast, DNS, Lightpath, PenTeleData, Sunesys and Xtel. 

Policy Recommendations   

The report makes three recommendations to NJDOE for 

improving and continuing NJDRLAP-Broadband: 

Policy Proposal 1- Conduct a Follow-On RFP 

 A second RFP will help more schools take advantage of 

consortium pricing. Without a second procurement, 

school participation and opportunities for inter-district collaboration may decline in FY 2016-17. 

Policy Proposal 2- Publicize the Results  

 The outcomes of NJDRLAP-Broadband are compelling. Lessons learned should be shared with the 

citizens of New Jersey and leaders in other states as an example of educational policy success. 

Policy Proposal 3- Develop the Shared Services Model 

 The NJDOE should take advantage of the upgraded infrastructure to promote collaborative digital 

learning applications that make use of abundant, quality and affordable Internet access. 

NJDRLAP-Broadband has exceeded expectations in achieving its program objectives. The NJDOE should 

build on this success to ensure that all school organizations can take advantage of this proven method 

for improving their technology infrastructure. As more schools get connected with faster, better and 

more affordable Internet, the policy focus can shift to applying this technology to help students learn. 

                                                           
3 Enhanced services includes dedicated access and Ethernet-based services instead of “best-effort” broadband. 
4 Cost savings are calculated by comparing the new (purchased) level of service at the new price to the new level of 
service at the previous (current) price for the full term of the contracts (42 months, on average). 

NJDRLAP-Broadband has 

exceeded expectations for 

success during FY 2014-15 
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Introduction 

The New Jersey Digital Readiness for Learning and Assessment Project (NJDRLAP) was launched in 2013 

by the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) to help schools better incorporate technology into 

their classrooms. It consisted of three related components: NJTRAx provided a system for collecting and 

analyzing information about K-12 educational technology; program consultants helped schools interpret 

this data and make changes; and NJDRLAP-Broadband assisted schools in improving their networking 

infrastructure. This report presents the results of NJDRLAP-Broadband for fiscal year (FY) 2014-15. 

The strategy of NJDRLAP-Broadband was to use an 

innovative procurement process to drive down the price of 

Internet access so schools could purchase more. Historically, 

schools bought Internet separately district-by-district in 

relatively small amounts. With NJDRLAP-Broadband, districts 

could aggregate their buying power and buy Internet access 

in bulk. If executed successfully, this would result in volume 

discounts on price and a shared services infrastructure for 

the delivery of expanded educational technology services. 

The NJDOE partnered with Dellicker Strategies, technology 

infrastructure consultants, and the Middlesex Regional 

Educational Services Commission (MRESC), statewide 

procurement experts, to implement the program. NJDOE 

also worked with the Bergen County Technical School 

(BCTS), North Highland Worldwide Consulting and Metiri 

Group to organize and promote the initiative statewide.  

By the spring of 2014, the MRESC asked schools to submit 

letters of intent and service order forms for networking and 

Internet access service as part of a consolidated Request for 

Proposals (RFP). In addition, schools were asked to complete 

a survey in May 2014 to compile baseline information about their current level of service for the 

procurement process.  

By June, 392 distinct school organizations volunteered to be listed in the RFP, including 347 public 

school districts, 20 public charters and 25 private/non-public schools. In addition, the RFP incorporated 

318 additional K-12 school organizations eligible for membership in the MRESC consortium, in case they 

decided to participate after seeing the results. Participating schools self-selected the category of service 

they sought to purchase and the amount of Internet bandwidth they expected to buy (see Appendix A). 

Then, the MRESC grouped them by regions and issued the consortium RFP in July (refer to Appendix B). 

The RFP was due in September, when 13 different vendors submitted proposals. A committee of school 

volunteers evaluated the proposals and the MRESC announced the results in November. Seven vendors 

shared in the success. Affiniti, Comcast, and Lightpath would provide high-speed Internet access, and 

NJDRLAP-Broadband was 

designed to help schools 

work together to 

significantly improve their 

ability to exchange digital 

information.  Technological 

advances are driving 

innovations in education 

that enable administrators 

to be more efficient, help 

teachers deliver more 

personalized instruction, 

and motivate students to 

succeed.  All of these 

innovations require access 

to quality, high-speed 

Internet service at school. 
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DNS, PenTeleData, Sunesys and Xtel would deliver additional services. Schools had until the federal E-

Rate deadline of April 16, 2015 to review the awards and sign up for new service through new MRESC 

consortium contracts. Schools will start receiving NJDRLAP-Broadband services beginning July 1, 2015. 

The primary purpose of this report is to determine whether and to what extent NJDRLAP-Broadband 

achieved its main objective of providing more cost-effective Internet access for New Jersey schools. It 

presents data regarding five criteria for success: school participation, Internet capacity, service quality, 

contract value and marketplace competition. The report also contains policy recommendations and 

conclusions derived from the analysis. Report methodology is described in Appendix C. Appendix D 

contains a glossary of technical terms as a reference. 

Program Results 

This section of the report evaluates the overall impact of NJDRLAP-Broadband on K-12 schools. It 

compares data from fiscal year 2014-15 before NJDRLAP-Broadband existed (“current” data) to data for 

FY 2015-16 after it was implemented (“purchased” data). The report evaluates the level of participation 

among K-12 organizations statewide, reviews increases in broadband capacity and examines changes in 

the quality of service. It also quantifies the cost savings associated with the initiative and reviews how 

NJDRLAP-Broadband is affecting the overall K-12 telecommunications marketplace in New Jersey. 

Participation 

The first criteria for success of NJDRLAP-Broadband is the participation rate. Since NJDRLAP-Broadband 

is a voluntary program, participation depends on effective promotion and compelling results for schools. 

The report categorizes schools into three groups: participating, impacted and non-participating. Table 1 

shows these participation categories for school districts, public charters and private/non-public schools. 

Table 1- Participation in NJDRLAP-Broadband by Type of School Organization 

School Category Total School Districts Public Charters Private/Non-Public 

Participating 145 137 6 2 

Impacted 248 201 29 18 

Non-Participating 350 260 48 42 

Grand Total 743 598 83 62 

 
“Participating” describes those school organizations that have signed up for Internet access directly 

through NJDRLAP-Broadband. This is evidenced by a contract with an awarded provider or an E-Rate 

filing that references the MRESC consortium.5 Altogether, 145 school organizations are “participating” in 

NJDRLAP-Broadband, including 137 districts, six public charters and two private/non-public schools. 

“Impacted” is used to describe school organizations that will receive indirect benefits from NJDRLAP-

Broadband by purchasing Internet access from one of the MRESC awarded providers without actually 

                                                           
5 E-Rate is the federal program that provides discounts to K-12 schools on Internet and other telecommunications 
services. For more information about E-Rate, reference Appendix F. 
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using the consortium contracts. Generally, these are schools that had existing multi-year agreements 

with an awarded provider and could not sign up for NJDRLAP-Broadband service during the first year. 

Others sought variations from the original award and could not use the MRESC contracts as presented. 

At present, 248 school organizations are categorized as “impacted”, including 201 districts, 29 public 

charters and 18 private/non-public schools. Impacted schools are identified from their FY 2015-16 E-

Rate filings for Internet that name Affiniti, Comcast, DNS, Lightpath, or PenTeleData as their vendor. 

“Non-Participating” means that a school had the opportunity to consider NJDRLAP-Broadband services 

but instead purchased Internet access outside the NJDRLAP-Broadband process from a non-awarded 

provider. According to 2015-16 E-Rate reports, 354 school organizations are in the “non-participating” 

group, including 260 districts, 52 public charters and 42 private/non-public schools.  

Schools declined to participate due to several reasons, including existing multi-year obligations, better 

proposals from non-awarded providers, inadequate communications or lack of engagement. Non-

participating does not necessarily mean not-impacted. Even schools that did not sign up for NJDRLAP-

Broadband service received benefits from the enhanced competitive environment and increased 

purchasing transparency created by the consortium procurement, as explained in subsequent sections. 

Since districts in New Jersey typically sign three year contracts for Internet access, it is expected that 

only about one-third of districts would be able to buy new services during any given year; the others 

would be bound by multi-year commitments. Therefore, the expected maximum participation for the 

first year of consortium contracts (FY 2015-16) would be about 197 of the 590 operating school districts. 

In comparison, about 23 percent of operating school districts actually signed up for NJDRLAP Internet 

service beginning FY 2015-16. This indicates that about 70 percent of eligible districts took advantage of 

the program and signed the MRESC consortium contract for improved Internet access starting this July. 

Despite participation by most of the eligible districts, only 

eight public charters or private/non-public participated in 

the MRESC consortium contract and only 47 were impacted 

by purchasing services from an MRESC awarded provider. 

Most public charters and private/non-public schools 

declined to use the NJDRLAP-Broadband consortium 

contracts and continued to purchase Internet services on 

their own. 

Regional Variations 

The participation rate was not uniform across New Jersey. 

Figure 1 shows the district participation rate according to the regions assigned to schools by the RFP 

(reference Appendix B). Districts in the Northeastern region of New Jersey had the highest participation 

rate, followed by the Southern and Central regions. Districts in the Northwest had the lowest 

participation rate by a significant margin. 

About 70 percent of 

operational school districts 

eligible to sign up for 

services beginning in FY 

2015 signed up for 

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

consortium contracts.  
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Additional Services  

In addition to helping districts buy Internet access, NJDRLAP-Broadband also helped them purchase 

telecommunications circuits linking multiple campus locations together. Known as intra-district wide 

area networks (WANs), these networks are used by school organizations to distribute Internet and other 

educational applications among multiple buildings. NJDRLAP-Broadband helped at least 22 school 

districts connect 71 different buildings in intra-district WANs. This includes three districts that purchased 

intra-district WANs from the consortium without also purchasing Internet through the consortium. 

The total amount of the MRESC consortium contracts is 

$20.6 million, which includes $3.5 million for intra-district 

WANs and $17.1 million for Internet access. Adding the 

three districts that only purchased intra-district WANs to the 

145 school organizations that purchased consortium 

Internet access brings the total number of school 

organizations receiving direct benefits from NJDRLAP-

Broadband to 148. Altogether, these 148 distinct school 

organizations are using NJDRLAP-Broadband to provide high 

speed data telecommunications services to 219 unique 

school buildings across New Jersey.  

Capacity 

Another criteria for the success of NJDRLAP-Broadband related to the capacity of school networks. 

Capacity is defined by the ability of connected organizations to exchange digital information across a 

transmission medium, generally copper wire, fiber optic cable or open space using wireless antennas.  

21%

28%

12%

23%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Central Northeastern Northwestern Southern

Figure 1: Year One District Participation Rate by Region

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

established consortium 

contracts worth $20.6 

million to connect 219 

school buildings in 148     

K-12 school organizations 

across New Jersey. 
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This report looks at three types of networking capacity: total bandwidth, Internet download bandwidth 

and Internet upload bandwidth. Bandwidth is expressed in megabits per second (Mbps) or gigabits per 

second (Gbps) and measures the rate of information flow from one user to another. The higher the 

bandwidth, the faster the rate of transmission of digital data across a telecommunications network. 

Total Bandwidth 

For this report, total bandwidth is defined as the overall capacity of a school organization to exchange 

digital information with the outside world. By this measure, the symmetrical flow of data is what 

matters; schools are evaluated on their ability to send data at the same bandwidth as they receive it.  

This is important for many digital learning applications, including online courses and blended learning. In 

measuring total bandwidth, a school reports the smaller of its upload and download capacity. For 

example, a school with 100 Mbps Internet download and 20 Mbps Internet upload will report 20 Mbps 

total bandwidth because that is the limit for symmetrical data exchange.  

Sometimes, schools have data connections to the outside world that exceed the capacity of their 

Internet connection. This occurs most frequently with regional WANs, which connect school 

organizations to telecommunications nodes that aggregate Internet access and connect districts 

together. Any organization connected to the same node can use the regional WAN to exchange digital 

information with any other organization connected to the same node, as long as it has enough capacity. 

For example, if School District A has a 1,000 Mbps (1 Gbps) connection to a regional WAN and purchases 

300 Mbps of Internet access to be delivered through that connection, the district still has 700 Mbps of 

excess capacity. If School District B also has the same arrangement, each school has 700 Mbps of 

additional capacity to exchange information with each other without using the Internet. In this example, 

total bandwidth is reported as 1,000 Mbps for each of the two districts, not just 300 Mbps for Internet.  

In FY 2015, 69 participating and 48 impacted school organizations will have access to regional WANs, up 

from 10 the previous year. With so many schools able to share administrative and educational content 

across district boundaries over regional WANs, total bandwidth becomes a very important measure.  

Table 2 shows average current and purchased (new) levels of total bandwidth for school organizations 

by participation status. Participating school organizations experienced an increase in total bandwidth 

from 264.1 Mbps to 1,280.8 Mbps on average, by using the MRESC program. That is an average increase 

of 385 percent. Other organizations also experienced bandwidth gains, but to a much lesser extent. 

Table 2: Total Bandwidth Gains among New Jersey Schools FY 2014 to FY 2015 

School Category 
Avg. Current Total 
Bandwidth (Mbps) 

Avg. Purchased Total 
Bandwidth (Mbps) Increase in Bandwidth 

Participating 264.1 1,280.8 385% 

Impacted 279.1 344.3 23% 

Non-Participating 224.8 399.2 78% 

Grand Total 251.6 580.1 131% 
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Internet Bandwidth 

Since Internet access remains the most important vehicle for exchanging digital information, the report 

considered changes in download and upload Internet bandwidth for schools across New Jersey. Table 3 

compares the average Internet bandwidth (download and upload) for FY 2014-15 (current) to what was 

proposed in the MRESC RFP (awarded) and what schools actually bought (purchased).  

Table 3: Internet Download and Upload Gains among New Jersey Schools FY 2014 to FY 2105 

School 
Category 

Avg. Current 
Internet 

Download (Mbps) 

Avg. Awarded 
Internet 

Download (Mbps) 

Avg. Purchased 
Internet 

Download (Mbps) 

Increase 
Current to 
Awarded 

Increase 
Current to 
Purchased 

Participating 284.4 490.0 718.0 72% 152% 

Impacted 301.7 363.5 369.0 20% 22% 

Non- 
Participating 

258.6 268.9 416.5 4% 61% 

Grand Total 278.6 345.2 467.2 24% 68% 

      

School 
Category 

Avg. Current 
Internet Upload 

(Mbps) 

Avg. Awarded 
Internet Upload 

(Mbps) 

Avg. Purchased 
Internet Upload 

(Mbps) 

Increase 
Current to 
Awarded 

Increase 
Current to 
Purchased 

Participating 263.3 482.5 712.1 83% 170% 

Impacted 278.9 350.5 370.9 26% 33% 

Non- 
Participating 

224.5 261.4 398.9 16% 78% 

Grand Total 251.2 335.9 459.9 34% 83% 

 
Participating schools experienced the biggest gains, improving average Internet download bandwidth 

from 284.4 Mbps to 718.0 Mbps, an increase of 152 percent, or 2.5 times the previous level. Gains 

among participating schools were even greater for average upload speeds, mostly because 25 school 

organizations upgraded from basic broadband (e.g. cable modems) to higher capacity Ethernet access. 

Table 3 also reveals how participating schools used the MRESC procurement process to purchase more 

Internet than they originally sought. On average, NJDRLAP-Broadband awarded participating schools an 

upgrade of 72 percent Internet download capacity and 83 percent Internet upload capacity. After 

reviewing the awarded proposals, schools bought 152 percent more download capacity and 170 percent 

more upload capacity than what was originally awarded. The lower the price, the more they purchased. 

Quality  

More bandwidth in schools generally helps teachers and students have a better experience using 

educational networks, but the quality of the connection is as important as the speed. NJDRLAP-

Broadband sought to improve the reliability of the state’s K-12 educational technology infrastructure 

and increase the use of higher quality broadband services among New Jersey schools. It also sought to 
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create regional WANs to provide additional opportunities for high-speed information exchange across 

district boundaries. This section evaluates progress towards meeting this criteria for success. 

Infrastructure 

For this report, infrastructure refers to the components of a network used for transmitting digital 

information. The “last mile” of the infrastructure is the physical transport medium used to deliver 

service. Generally, this can be copper wires, wireless systems or fiber optic cables. Since fiber provides 

more capacity and less interference compared to copper, the goal is to have more schools using fiber.  

Figure 2 shows the transport medium of school organizations in FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16. With 

NJDRLAP-Broadband, the ratio of school organizations using fiber compared to copper has increased 

from 71 percent to 79 percent among all school organizations in the study. Among participating school 

organizations, the ratio of fiber to copper has increased from 79 to 97 percent.  

Figure 2: Transport Medium for Internet Service to Schools- FY 2014 to FY 2015 

  

Service Type 

Another measure of quality is the type of service delivered. Regardless of bandwidth or transport 

medium, some service types simply offer better features and benefits. For example, basic broadband 

connections like DSL and cable modems typically are “best effort” services that usually have different 

upload and download speeds and often use shared infrastructure.6 With a shared infrastructure, a 

school’s cable Internet could be slow if somebody next door is playing a graphics-intensive video game.   

In contrast, dedicated Internet access and Ethernet services typically are backed by contractual service 

level agreements and specific maintenance response times. Generally, they provide the same speeds for 

                                                           
  6 Verizon FiOS services may be purchased as asymmetrical or symmetrical services depending on the offering. 

Copper
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upload and download service and are not usually shared with other customers. For this reason, an 

Ethernet fiber connection at 100 Mbps is of superior quality to a cable modem at 100 Mbps. 

Figure 3 shows the difference from FY 2014-15 to FY 2015-16 in the type of service used by schools for 

Internet access. With NJDRLAP-Broadband, the trend among all school organizations is to move from 

basic broadband to more capable technologies. Schools using Ethernet service increased from 65.8 

percent to 74.1 percent during the past year. Among participating schools, 96 percent have made the 

switch to Ethernet. In fact, 25 participating school organizations used NJDRLAP-Broadband to upgrade 

their service type from cable modems to Ethernet fiber. 

Figure 3: Type of Internet Connections Purchased by Schools- FY 2014 to FY 2015 

  

Regional Wide Area Networks 

Regional WANs were introduced in this report during the capacity section; they can provide additional 

options for exchanging digital information across school district boundaries without using Internet 

access. While this provides bonus capacity for connected schools, it also can provide high quality 

dedicated access for specialty applications, such as video streaming and digital course materials. 

Two providers, Affiniti and Lightpath are delivering Internet access to school customers through regional 

WANs. Comcast also has the ability to manage regional WANS, but most Comcast customers have 

elected to receive Internet access directly from Comcast due to technical and price considerations.  

Last year, less than a dozen New Jersey school organizations reported receiving service via regional 

WANs. By July 2015, up to 117 school organizations will have access to regional WANs for private 

information exchange. When regional WANs are connected together, this provides any-to-any 

connectivity among networked schools. This also provides the opportunity for NJDOE to create a 

statewide educational network for distributing digital applications and instructional content. 
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Value 

Of course, the goal of NJDRLAP-Broadband was not just to increase bandwidth and improve quality, but 

to reduce costs in the process. This section assesses value, the most important criteria for success. For 

this report, the value of NJDRLAP-Broadband is expressed by its impact on cost reductions (year-to-year 

changes in spending), cost savings (how price affects quantity purchased) and shared services. 

Cost Reductions 

Table 4 shows the average monthly recurring costs for Internet access among participating, impacted 

and non-participating schools for FY 2014-15 (current), the MRESC award and FY 2015-16 (purchased).  

It also compares the percentage cost reductions from current to awarded service and from current to 

purchased service. Participating schools experienced average cost reductions of 16 percent per month 

while simultaneously increasing Internet bandwidth by 152 percent.  

Table 4: Average Cost Reductions in Internet Access among New Jersey Schools FY 2014 to FY 2015 

School 
Category 

Avg. Current 
Monthly 

Recurring Cost 

Avg. Awarded 
Monthly 

Recurring Cost 

Avg. Purchased 
Monthly 

Recurring Costs 

Decrease 
Current to 
Awarded 

Decrease 
Current to 
Purchased 

Participating $3,427.62 $2,062.15 $2,863.41 -40% -16% 

Impacted $2,897.72 $1,750.69 $2,084.00 -40% -28% 

Non-
Participating 

$3,065.28 $1,819.29 $ 2,966.05 -41% -3% 

Grand Total $3,096.55 $1,846.28 $2,599.17 -40% -16% 

 

Altogether, the 145 participating schools signed up for MRESC Internet service for an average term of 42 

months and an average cost of $2,863.41 per month, making the total cost of the MRESC consortium 

contracts worth $17,438,166.90. If those 145 schools purchased 42 months of service at the previous 

price of $3,427.62 the total cost would have been $20,874,205.80. Therefore, NJDRLAP-Broadband 

directly enabled cost reductions on Internet access for participating schools by $3.4 million.  

Even schools that did not participate in the consortium contracts spent less on Internet access. On 

average, schools across New Jersey experienced cost reductions of $497.38 per month from FY 2014 to 

FY 2015, with or without consortium contracts. That represents $15.6 million in reduced spending on 

Internet access for the 747 school organizations in the 

report for a comparable 42 month term. 

Cost Savings 

The most important way to determine value is whether 

schools received actual cost savings due to their 

participation in the NJDRLAP-Broadband consortium 

contracts. Cost savings considers the price of service relative 

to the quantity purchased and not just aggregate costs.  

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

helped schools achieve 

$15.6 million in cost 

reductions on the purchase 

of Internet access. 
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Tables 3 and 4 reveal that for each category, school 

organizations purchased more services for greater overall 

costs than what they originally were awarded. This suggests 

that schools found value in the NJDRLAP-consortium 

contracts for increasing services and not just reducing costs. 

The reason is because the consortium procurement reduced 

the price per unit of bandwidth to a point where schools 

could significantly increase the quantity purchased. In an 

economic sense, NJDRLAP-Broadband created a new market 

price for Internet access that was less expensive at all 

quantities and created more value for school consumers.  

One method to express the value of NJDRLAP-Broadband is by comparing the average increase in 

Internet access to the average decrease in monthly costs. By this measure, the consortium helped 

participating schools buy 2.5 times the bandwidth (plus 152 percent) for 16 percent less costs.  

A better method to measure value is to calculate the price per unit of bandwidth, expressed as the 

monthly dollars per Mbps. Table 5 below shows the change in unit pricing for total bandwidth and 

Internet download capacity from FY 2014-15 (current) to FY 2015-16 (purchased). The figures show the 

average of the monthly price per unit of bandwidth (in dollars per Mbps) for each school organization.  

Participating schools experienced average unit price declines from $29.96 to $5.63 per Mbps for total 

bandwidth (minus 81 percent) and $26.77 to $6.40 per Mbps for Internet download bandwidth (minus 

76 percent). Basically, NJDRLAP-Broadband reduced Internet prices by 76 percent for participating 

school organizations. 

Table 5: Monthly Price per Mbps- Total Bandwidth and Internet Download- Current versus Purchased 

School 
Category 

Avg. Price/ 
Current Total 

Bandwidth 

Avg. Price/ 
Purchased Total 

Bandwidth 

Avg. Price/Current 
Internet Download 

Avg. Price/ Purchased 
Internet Download 

Participating $29.96 $5.63 $26.77 $6.40 

Impacted $33.68 $14.16 $23.81 $10.73 

Not 
Participating 

$48.34 $24.96 $39.69 $22.48 

Grand Total $39.26 $16.32 $31.50 $14.22 

 
This decline in unit pricing is the most significant benefit of NJDRLAP-Broadband. Quantifying the impact 

of lower unit pricing becomes a simple matter of subtracting the new amount of Internet purchased at 

the previous price from the new amount of Internet purchased at the new price. The difference 

represents the cost savings to participating schools from NJDRLAP-Broadband due to the price decrease. 

For the participating schools, the average old (current) monthly price per Mbps of Internet download 

was $26.77, compared to the average new (purchased) price of $6.40, a differential of $20.37 and 

reduction in price of 76 percent. With participating schools buying a total of 104 Gbps of Internet access 

On average, NJDRLAP-

Broadband participating 

schools experienced 

average monthly cost 

reductions of 16 percent 

while simultaneously 

increasing Internet 

bandwidth by 152 percent. 
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over 42 months, this represents a cost savings of $89 

million. In other words, if the schools using the MRESC 

contract bought the new amount of Internet at the previous 

price, they would have paid almost $89 million more over 

the next three and a half years. 

A different method to calculate the value of NJDRLAP-

Broadband is to divide the sum of total bandwidth by the 

sum of total monthly costs for all participating schools. 

Using this method, participating schools are paying a total 

amount of $415,193.79 per month for 104,115 Mbps of 

Internet access, an aggregate rate of $3.99 per Mbps.  

Data for current aggregate spending and bandwidth is incomplete7, but using the same methodology for 

the schools with good data provides an estimated aggregate monthly price of $12.05 per month before 

NJDRLAP-Broadband. This 67 percent decline from $12.05 to $3.99 using the aggregation method is 

comparable to the 76 percent decline using the average monthly price per Mbps method. Both methods 

validate the steep reduction in unit pricing for Internet access achieved by participating schools. 

Shared Services 

Another way to achieve value in telecommunications purchases for schools is to cooperate on the 

purchase and use of related information services. Indeed, having a good telecommunications 

infrastructure is a prerequisite to effective educational technology applications. However, the more 

important questions relate to how that infrastructure is used to help students learn.  

A shared services approach can help answer those questions. This has been something long recognized 

by the Christie Administration, which is working actively to encourage the adoption of shared services at 

all levels of government. At the outset of NJDRLAP-Broadband, the NJDOE organized regional 

educational services agencies to help improve the shared services infrastructure required to support 

collaborative networking and digital learning statewide.  

At present, the MRESC and Bergen County Technical School are establishing various shared services to 

be delivered over the new high-speed networks. Some of these focus on network related items, such as 

email and disaster recovery. Others focus on classroom applications, such as online courses and blended 

learning. Regional WANs especially provide many opportunities for entrepreneurial organizations to 

develop and deliver new offerings important to schools. 

The improved infrastructure also creates the necessary backbone for statewide K-12 network. Ideas 

already are being researched and developed by the NJDRLAP-Broadband team, and NJDOE is well-

positioned to further advance this concept. Overall, the infrastructure created through NJDRLAP-

Broadband will provide a strong foundation for the delivery of new shared services to K-12 schools. 

                                                           
   7 10 participating school organizations did not report accurate pricing and/or bandwidth data for current service. 

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

reduced the price of 

Internet access for 

participating school 

organizations by 76 

percent, resulting in cost 

savings of $89 million. 
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E-Rate  

The federal E-Rate program is important to schools across the country since it provides significant 

discounts on various types of telecommunications services. Discounts are determined by several factors, 

including the rurality of the school’s location and the proportion of students eligible for subsidized 

school lunches. Generally, as long as a school fills out the paperwork correctly and complies with 

program rules, it receives its E-Rate discount for Internet access. In New Jersey, the average discount 

rate for FY 2015-16 is 57 percent. For additional information about E-Rate, reference Appendix F. 

Throughout the NJDRLAP program, the MRESC encouraged schools to take full advantage of the E-Rate 

program. In fact, the MRESC made participation in the E-Rate program a requirement for signing the 

NJDRLAP contract. To make compliance easier, the MRESC submitted its own E-Rate Form 470, which 

allowed schools across New Jersey to execute a simplified process for signing up for new service. At least 

82 distinct school organizations have taken advantage of this service provided by the MRESC. 

According to E-Rate figures, New Jersey still has a number of school organizations that do not participate 

in E-Rate. There also appears to be a correlation between schools that do not participate in E-Rate and 

schools that did not participate in NJDRLAP-Broadband. According to May E-Rate filings from FY 2015-

16, 94 percent of schools that did not yet file for E-Rate also did not sign up for NJDRLAP-Broadband.  

Competitiveness 

The final criteria for the success of NJDRLAP-Broadband relates to its overall impact on the 

competitiveness of the telecommunications marketplace. In executing the consortium RFP and creating 

consortium contracts, the MRESC set out to create a more transparent and competitive marketplace for 

New Jersey schools. This section evaluates overall marketplace impact, vendor participation in the 

procurement and changes in market share among vendors due to NJDRLAP-Broadband. 

Marketplace Impact 

As previously mentioned in the cost reduction section, 

even schools that did not purchase directly from the 

consortium contracts received indirect benefits from the 

improved competitive environment. Overall cost 

reductions in Internet spending for impacted and non-

participating schools can be quantified by comparing the 

average levels of monthly spending for FY 2014 to the 

average levels of monthly spending anticipated for FY 2015 for a multi-year term. In this case, 42 months 

is used for the term since that is the average term for the NJDRLAP-Broadband consortium contracts. 

Using this methodology, 248 impacted school organizations experienced average cost reductions of 

$813.72 per month, or $8.5 million over 42 months. The 350 non-participating school organizations 

experienced average cost reductions of $99.23 per month, or $1.5 million over 42 months. Together, 

impacted and non-participating schools experienced cost reductions for Internet access of almost $10 

Even schools that did not 

participate in NJDRLAP-

Broadband experienced cost 

reductions in Internet access of 

almost $10 million 
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million. While it is not known exactly how much of these savings are attributable to the consortium, the 

public posting of the awarded pricing on the MRESC website undoubtedly provided downward pricing 

pressure that benefited all schools in New Jersey, whether or not they signed a consortium contract. 

Vendor Participation 

For the MRESC RFP, all providers offering data telecommunications services to K-12 schools were invited 

to compete for the business. Thirteen providers submitted responses. 

Affiniti Fibertech Sunesys 

Cogent Lightpath Verizon 

Comcast Lightower Xtel 

DNS NexGen  

ENA PenTeleData  

 
All of the service providers with at least two percent of New Jersey K-12 business participated in the 

NJDRLAP-Broadband procurement process, a better than expected vendor participation rate. 

Market Share 

Three of the providers were awarded service for high-speed dedicated Internet access (Affiniti, Comcast, 

and Lightpath). Three were awarded service for broadband Internet (Comcast, DNS and PenTeleData). 

And, four were awarded service for intra-district WANs (Comcast, Lightpath, Sunesys and Xtel). As of 

June, not all vendors reported signed contracts through the MRESC consortium. Including Internet 

access and intra-district WANs, the number of school organizations by vendor that have executed a 

consortium contract or filed a consortium E-Rate application are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 5 shows the market share of ISPs serving the 747 New Jersey school organizations in the report 

for FY 2014-15 and FY 2015-16. Comcast remained the top provider of Internet access to New Jersey 

schools, increasing its market share from 34 to 37 percent. Lightpath experienced the most significant 

increase, from 19 to 23 percent. Sunesys, DNS and Affiniti all added customers. In fact, each of the five 

MRESC contracted vendors appear to have increased their market share with NJDRLAP-Broadband. 

76
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Figure 4: School Organizations Served by NJDRLAP-Broadband Provider
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Figure 5: K-12 School Organization Market Share among New Jersey ISPs- FY 2014 to FY 2015 
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Conclusions 

This section provides conclusions about whether and to what extent NJDRLAP-Broadband achieved its 

objectives in accordance with the evaluation criteria. It also attempts to answer the question of why the 

program did or did not achieve its objectives. Overall, NJDRLAP-Broadband has exceeded expectations. 

Participation by schools was good, but could have been even better.   

With an estimated 70 percent of eligible school districts signing up for service during year one, the 

participation rate among school districts exceeded expectations. However, dozens of school districts still 

decided to purchase services outside the MRESC process, and the participation rate by public charter 

schools and private/non-public schools was rather low.  

One reason why the participation rate was not higher 

could be the communications process. Although the 

NJDRLAP team held dozens of meetings, webinars and 

outreach sessions, consultants still encountered many 

educators that did not seem to be aware of the project. 

In fact, 33 school organizations asked to be included as 

late as December 2014, after the awards already were 

made. Others schools were aware, but not engaged.  

Another factor was the decision by the awarded vendors 

to focus only on signing up schools that required new services for FY 2015-16 and not for subsequent 

years, as the RFP allowed. Vendors did this so schools would not have to commit in 2015 for new 

services to begin in FY 2016 or 2017. While this was a positive development for schools because it 

provided more flexibility, it removed the incentive for schools to sign up for the consortium contract 

unless they were ready for service in 2015.  

The process of how awarded vendors handled existing customers also impacted the participation rate. 

Lightpath, for example, allowed existing customers in long-term contracts to assume the terms of the 

MRESC contract early, as long as they did not reduce overall revenues. As a result, some Lightpath 

customers joined the MRESC consortium agreement sooner than expected. Comcast had a more 

restrictive policy, which limited the number of existing Comcast customers that signed up for MRESC 

service. Few Comcast customers in multi-year agreements were able to join the NJDRLAP-Broadband 

consortium before their existing contracts were set to expire. 

It also appears that many school organizations signed up for intra-district WANs outside the MRESC 

process. This likely is a result of competitors reviewing and competing against the MRESC pricing.  

After the MRESC made awards pursuant to the RFP process in November 2014, it posted the awarded 

vendors’ proposals online for all to see. The MRESC did this to comply with state laws regarding 

cooperative purchasing. While this provided transparency to the process, it also gave the non-awarded 

vendors almost five months to approach the schools and provide alternative proposals outside the 

MRESC process. This may explain the decision process of some of the non-participating schools. 

Thirty-three school 

organizations approached the 

MRESC to be included in the 

consortium contract after it 

already had been awarded. 
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To complicate matters more, the awarded vendors were prohibited by state procurement laws from 

changing any aspect of their original proposal after submission, including adjusting their price downward 

in order to keep the business. They were, however, permitted to adjust their pricing outside of the 

MRESC procurement process. This may explain the high number schools in the “impacted” category that 

simply bought services from the MRESC awarded vendor without signing the MRESC contract.  

The regional variations cannot all be explained by these factors. In fact, the most important reason for 

the low participation rate in the Northwestern region is due to the power of incumbency. In other 

regions, the awarded providers already had established reputations and a solid base of customers. 

Affiniti, the awarded provider in the Sussex and Warren counties, was new to New Jersey and had to 

introduce itself. Undoubtedly, this influenced the process and impacted the participation rate there. 

The capacity of educational networks was enhanced significantly.  

For participating schools, the bandwidth gains were outstanding. The NJDRLAP project was responsible 

for gains of 385 percent in total bandwidth and 152 percent in Internet download speeds. The aggregate 

amount of Internet available to participating schools will exceed 100 Gbps beginning next year. 

Schools that did not sign up for the MRESC contract also increased their bandwidth. Internet download 

bandwidth increased from 301.7 to 369.0 Mbps for impacted schools and from 258.6 to 416.5 Mbps for 

non-participating organizations. At least part of these gains must be attributed to the enhanced 

competitive environment created by NJDRLAP-Broadband.  

The quality of school technology 

infrastructure has improved markedly.  

With NJDRLAP-Broadband, more schools are connecting 

to the Internet with fiber optic cables and dedicated 

connections that provide better reliability and enhanced 

functionality for digital learning. With 25 schools moving 

from cable modems to Ethernet fiber, and 59 more 

schools having access to regional WANs, NJDRLAP-

Broadband provided a valuable mechanism for 

upgrading to higher quality.  

The value of K-12 Internet service contracts has increased substantially.  

The key statistic in this report is the reduction in unit pricing for Internet access achieved through the 

MRESC consortium procurement. As average monthly costs for participating schools declined 76 percent 

from $29.96 per Mbps to $5.6 per Mbps, participating schools realized $89 million in cost savings.  

According to NJDOE, the state spent $1,138,120 to implement NJDRLAP-Broadband over two years. 

With cost savings of $89 million for New Jersey schools, the return on investment is 7,700 percent. 

Participating schools will 

purchase more than 100 

Gigabits per second of Internet 

access through NJDRLAP-

Broadband consortium 

contracts beginning July 2015. 
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The goal of having an effective shared services delivery 

system also received a big boost through the creation of 

regional WANs. However, the infrastructure is not 

complete and the culture still needs to be changed. After 

all, despite the great value, many schools failed to take 

advantage of NJDRLAP-Broadband. In the future, the 

most significant opportunity for shared services may be 

in network applications. Convincing schools to work 

together for digital learning remains unfinished business. 

In a related matter, the state’s participation in E-Rate could be improved. It certainly appears that school 

organizations unwilling to engage in projects like the NJDRLAP-Broadband also are unwilling to use the 

E-Rate program to its full potential. In those cases, New Jersey citizens are sending their E-Rate fees to 

schools in other states and local students are not receiving the full benefits of the program. 

The competitiveness of the K-12 marketplace has advanced dramatically.  

At the outset of the project, many vendors and schools were skeptical of NJDRLAP-Broadband; it was 

new, different and unproven in New Jersey. However, after its successful results, buyers and sellers alike 

should understand the power of consortium purchasing for Internet. Even schools that did not use the 

consortium contracts experienced cost reductions from the improved competitive environment. 

Had NJDRLAP-Broadband failed to produce significant results, the cooperative purchasing model for 

telecommunications services in New Jersey would have experienced a serious setback. Instead, the 

success of the program demonstrates a model that works and can be replicated. Vendors and schools 

alike should be expected to engage in a second RFP given the track record of the first.  

Ultimately, the procurement was successful in changing the K-12 Internet marketplace by enhancing the 

influence of school consumers on the purchasing process. Essentially, NJDRLAP-Broadband transformed 

K-12 schools from “price-takers” to “market-makers”, a positive development for schools and taxpayers. 

Policy Recommendations 

Three policy recommendations could help NJDOE continue and improve NJDRLAP-Broadband next year. 

Policy Proposal 1- Conduct a Follow-On Request for Proposals 

At least 598 school organizations still have not signed up for service through the MRESC contract. This 

includes the impacted schools, the non-participating schools and many of the 33 school organizations 

that approached the MRESC for inclusion after the awards already were made. Without a follow-on 

effort, many of these schools are much less likely to sign up for consortium services.  

NJDRLAP-Broadband 

generated a 7,700 percent 

return on investment to New 

Jersey taxpayers in saving 

schools $89 million. 
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As previously explained, the awarded providers decided 

not to contract with schools now for services in 

subsequent years. Therefore, all school organizations 

with active MRESC proposals are likely to receive 

competing proposals from non-awarded providers.  

Since awarded providers are prohibited from lowering 

their costs below the current awards, this virtually 

ensures that next year’s E-Rate process will be outside the MRESC process. This will result in less 

pressure for vendors to offer discounts and more incentives for schools to act independently.  

Another RFP is important for promoting maximum participation and extending the Year One benefits to 

subsequent years and additional schools. The consortium procurement process also could help close the 

gaps in information about school Internet access so NJDOE can make more informed decisions about 

educational technology in schools. 

Policy Proposal 2- Publicize the Results  

The NJDOE was conservative in its communications about NJDRLAP-Broadband during the first year; 

they were not sure it would work until they compiled the results. However, now that enough data is 

compiled to present an accurate narrative of the benefits, NJDOE should publicize the results broadly. 

Executing a public relations campaign around NJDRLAP-Broadband will have several benefits in New 

Jersey. First, it will provide due credit to NJDOE for having the foresight and wherewithal to undertake 

this project. Second, it should encourage more schools to get involved and make the program even 

better. Third, it will let the taxpayers of New Jersey know that NJDOE continues to find creative and 

substantial ways to reduce the costs of government. Finally, it will provide deserved recognition to the 

awarded service providers that they are acting as good partners to schools. 

The NJDOE also should consider publicizing the report to a national audience. The gains in capacity, 

quality, and value are substantial, and the effects on the marketplace significant. Other states could 

benefit from New Jersey’s leadership on the issue to help improve technology for students nationwide. 

Policy Proposal 3- Develop the Shared Services Model 

New regional WANs provide abundant opportunity for NJDOE and educational service agencies to 

develop network-delivered applications that take advantage of the upgraded infrastructure. In addition, 

the prospect of a statewide K-12 network offers additional resources to develop and refine a shared 

services model. The NJDOE should take advantage of the present environment to advance this vision. 

The real opportunities are in digital learning. Emerging models of instruction promise increased student 

academic achievement by blending new technologies with proven teaching methods in K-12 classrooms. 

Improving the educational technology infrastructure of New Jersey is important. But, the NJDOE should 

focus even more on how to use the upgraded infrastructure to deliver more effective instruction to 

students across the state. 

A follow-on RFP will promote 

maximum participation in 

subsequent years. 
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About Dellicker Strategies 

Dellicker Strategies is a change management consulting firm specializing in broadband infrastructure, 

information applications and blended learning. Based in the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, we help 

schools adopt innovative technologies and teaching methods to personalize instruction and motivate 

students to succeed.  Our solutions also enhance teacher effectiveness and improve school productivity. 

Since its founding in 2005, Dellicker Strategies has become a leader in helping educational institutions 

use technology to create individualized learning programs and improve student academic performance.  

Dellicker Strategies has: 

• Overseen more 60 major technology infrastructure upgrades worth $170 million 

• Launched or improved a dozen cyber-services initiatives for K-12 and higher education 

• Provided blended learning planning services to more than 100 schools 

• Overseen 50 different building implementations of hybrid learning in K-12 classrooms 

• Impacted more than 2,600 schools and 1.4 million students across three states 

Dellicker Strategies is committed to providing outstanding service with the utmost integrity.  

 

 

 

 

Transforming Classrooms for Personalized Learning 

www.dellicker.com   

http://www.dellicker.com/
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Appendix A: Categories of Service 

The MRESC RFP asked schools to self-select categories of service that would best suit their Internet 

access requirements for the next few years. Those categories, as described in the RFP, are listed below. 

Category A: Broadband Group.  

Schools in Broadband Group A preferred to receive their Internet Access as an asymmetrical service 

delivered on a best-effort basis directly from an ISP. Group A contained 88 schools. Generally, these 

schools sought low-cost options like cable modems or Verizon FiOS. Some schools purchased multiple 

cable modems to serve different schools.  

Category B: Regional Wide Area Network (WAN) Group.  

Schools in the Regional WAN Group B sought to connect a designated school Hub-Site to a regional WAN 

for the distribution of Internet port and other network-delivered applications. Group B contained 333 

schools. Typically, these schools were seeking high capacity Ethernet service from 100 Mbps to at least 

1,000 Mbps. The regional WANs would be used for inter-district connectivity and Internet transport. 

Affiniti and Lightpath proposed Category B services to schools in the Northeastern, Northwestern and 

Central regionals of the state. 

Category C: Intra-District WAN Group.  

Intra-District WAN Group C was for districts with multiple campus locations that needed to be 

connected together through district-wide networks. Group C contained 763 schools in 126 districts. 

These services were procured independently from the Category A, Category B and Category D services. 

Category D: Dedicated Internet Access.  

Category D represented dedicated Internet access for schools seeking high capacity, symmetrical 

Internet access. It either was delivered after being purchased in bulk and distributed through regional 

WANs (e.g. Affiniti and Lightpath) or distributed directly (e.g. Comcast). Each school requesting service 

listed their desired amount of Internet access in the RFP. 

Category B/D Regional WAN and Dedicated Internet Access.  

This Category is the combination of B and D where service providers deliver Internet access in bulk to 

schools through regional WANs (e.g. Affiniti and Lightpath). 
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Appendix B: NJ DRLAP Request for Proposals  

To download the MRESC RFP, please click on the following line: Click Here for RFP 

For the complete set of materials regarding the procurement, visit the MRESC project website at: 

http://www.mresc.k12.nj.us/pages/Middlesex_Regional/News/DRLAP_Broadband_Component  

 

 

Figure B1: RFP Regions shows how schools were 

organized by region for inter-district WANs and shared 

services. 

  

 Northwestern: Sussex and Warren counties 

 Northeastern: Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Morris and 

Passaic counties 

 Central: Hunterdon, Mercer, Middlesex, 

Monmouth, Somerset and Union counties 

 Southern: Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, 

Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean and Salem 

counties.  

 

The regions were designed to allow service providers to 

operate largely within their existing service territories.  

In addition, they were designed to provide local 

support from service organizations to assist with 

communications, coordination and management of the 

procurement through the contract execution. 

  

Figure B1: RFP Regions 

http://www.mresc.k12.nj.us/dynimg/_FBAAA_/docid/0x096206D67ED04A84/38/DRLAP%252BRFP%252B7-15-14%252Bv1.pdf
http://www.mresc.k12.nj.us/pages/Middlesex_Regional/News/DRLAP_Broadband_Component
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Appendix C: Methodology 

Data in this report is presented in the associated Excel spreadsheet entitled “NJDRLAP Master 15JUN15” 

(see Appendix E). It includes five types of information: school information and service information for 

current, awarded and purchased data telecommunications. It also includes demographic information 

about districts by county. The focus of the data is on the basic ability of school organizations to 

exchange digital information with other school organizations and the outside world. 

School information is presented in the cells with no shading and comes from the schools themselves or 

official NJDOE sources. This includes the name, address and type of K-12 organization in the report. The 

database includes information from 598 New Jersey school districts, 87 public charters and 62 

private/non-public schools for a total of 747 school organizations. Private/non-public schools were 

included if they were included by the state or self-identified as interested in the project. 

The grey cells contain information about the current telecommunications services used by schools to 

exchange digital information (FY 2014-15). It includes the type of service, Internet Service Provider (ISP), 

transport medium, bandwidth and price. It also includes information about the E-Rate discount for 

2014-15. Data was derived from several sources: an MRESC survey completed through January 2015, the 

NJTRAx survey completed through March 2015 and federal E-Rate reports through June 2015. All of the 

data in the “current” cells describes the state of New Jersey schools BEFORE NJDRLAP-Broadband. 

The pink cells contain information about what was awarded pursuant to the NJDRLAP procurement 

process. Data comes directly from MRESC records and reflects the official pricing and service options 

selected by the MRESC evaluation committee. This information is used to compare what was awarded to 

what schools actually bought, and helps answer questions about why schools participated. 

The blue cells are a record of what school organizations are purchasing for FY 2015-16, beginning July 1, 

2015. Data comes from three sources: vendor submissions to MRESC in May 2015 detailing contract 

terms and conditions, school E-Rate filings for FY 2015-16 and direct inquiries to schools. This 

information determines the level of service and pricing AFTER NJDRLAP-Broadband. 

To maintain consistency across all data fields, the report focuses on the primary Internet connection 

used by school organizations to service their campus locations, generally the most capable Internet 

connection reported. It does not present comparative data about intra-district wide area networks, 

voice services or mobile telephony. All pricing data is reported before E-Rate discounts are applied.  

If the researchers could not verify data or compile information after reasonable efforts to contact the 

source, those fields are marked “Not Reported”. Since this report was written in June and the E-Rate 

deadline only closed in April, the researchers acknowledge that additional information may become 

available and service orders may change before service begins in July, 2015. However, the researchers 

decided to proceed rather than wait for all the final data because that could take several months and 

the policy recommendations require timely action. The data shows no indication that basic trends or 

conclusions will be affected by new or better information that might become available later this year. 
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Appendix D: Glossary of Terms 

Applications.  Applications are how content is used for teaching and learning. Examples are web based 

tools, interactive programming or online courses. Content becomes an application when it is packaged 

and delivered for a specific purpose in the classroom. 

Bandwidth.  Bandwidth describes the capacity of a telecommunications circuit to transport information, 

exchanging digital information, from one place to another. The higher the bandwidth, the faster the 

transfer.  

Basic Broadband Access.  Basic broadband access refers to low cost, residential-type services such as 

cable modems, Verizon FiOS or DSL. Generally, these services are best-effort, shared services with 

limited service support. Most are asymmetrical with different upload and download speeds, although 

Verizon offers symmetrical versions of its FiOS service. 

Cable Modem.  Cable modem service enables high-speed Internet access using cable television 

infrastructure. 

Cloud.  Cloud or cloud computing is a general term for the delivery of hosted services over the Internet.  

Cloud resources are usually not only shared by multiple users but are also dynamically reallocated per 

demand. Cloud computing can be provided by a distributed set of machines that are running at different 

locations, while still connected to a single network or hub service. 

Content.  Content is educationally relevant digital media.  It could be videos, online textbooks, music 

files or other type of electronic media. When content is used for a specific education purpose, it may be 

describes as an “application”. 

Dedicated access T-1 or DS-3.  These terms refer to traditional telecommunications circuits used to 

deliver voice or data. A T-1 is a data circuit with bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps.  A DS-3 (or T-3) is delivers 

services up to 45 Mbps. These services may be delivered over fiber or copper lines. 

Dellicker Strategies.  The company is the lead technical consultant to the NJDRLAP broadband 

component. The company has successfully overseen more than 50 consortia procurements worth more 

than $150 million. 

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL).  DSL is a wireline transmission technology that transmits data over 

traditional copper telephone lines to homes and businesses.  Users are able to connect to the high-

speed Internet via a modem without disrupting their telephone service.   

Ethernet.  Ethernet technologies make distance less important in the transmission of 

telecommunications data. Where Ethernet services are available, data transport generally is easy to use 

and less expensive than traditional T-1s or DS-3s. Typically, Ethernet services are used across large 

distances (e.g. counties) are called Metro-Ethernet or Metro-E services. 

E-Rate.  The commonly used name for the Schools and Libraries Program of the Universal Service Fund. 

The Fund is administered by the Universal Service Administrative Company under the direction of the 
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Federal Communications Commission. The program provides discounts to assist schools and libraries in 

the United States to obtain affordable telecommunications and Internet access. In July at the onset of 

the procurement, MRESC will issue an E-Rate Form 470 on behalf of all participating schools. 

FCC.  Federal Communications Commission, the regulatory agency that oversees the E-Rate, among 

many other responsibilities. 

Gigabit.  1,000 Megabits 

Hub-Site.  The term refers to a school location that will connect directly to a WAN: either the inter-

district regional WAN for schools in Group B or an intra-district WAN for schools in Group C. Typically, 

the Hub-Site is the place where a school’s networking equipment is located in a secure, climate-

controlled area. 

Internet Service Provider (ISP).  An ISP is a telecommunications company that provides services for 

accessing and using the Internet. Internet access employs a range in technologies to connect users to 

their network.  

Intra-District Wide Area Network (WAN).  An intra-district WAN is a telecommunications network that 

connects multiple school buildings within a district for the distribution of Internet access and other 

digital information. 

Mbps.  Megabits per second. Mbps is a standard unit for measuring telecommunications bandwidth. It 

measures the rate that one million bits of information can flow from point A to B over a circuit. 

Middlesex Regional Educational Services Commission (MRESC).  MRESC operates the state’s largest 

purchasing cooperative for schools and executed the Request for Proposals for Wide Area Network and 

Internet Cooperative Purchasing Initiative. MRSEC is partnering with NJ DOE and Dellicker Strategies to 

implement the NJDRLAP. In addition, Bergen County Technical Schools of Hackensack and other 

organizations have partnered to augment the NJDRLAP initiative. 

Networking capacity.  This is the ability of organizations to exchange digital information across a 

transmission medium, generally copper wire, fiber optic cable or open space using wireless antennas. 

For this report, three types of networking capacity are considered: total bandwidth, Internet download 

bandwidth and Internet upload bandwidth. 

NJDOE. New Jersey Department of Education 

NJDRLAP.  The New Jersey Digital Readiness for Learning and Assessment Project (NJDRLAP) is an 

initiative led by the NJ DOE to help schools upgrade their broadband technology infrastructure of K-12 

schools for online assessments, blended learning and other digital educational applications. 

Optical Carrier – Fiber to the End User.  This refers to a fiber-optic-based broadband network. Fiber 

optic technology converts electrical signals carrying data to light and then sends the light through 

transparent glass fibers about the diameter of a human hair. Fiber technology has the capacity to 

transmit data at speeds surpassing any other broadband technology. 
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Participation Categories.  For this report, schools are categorized into three groups: 

 Participating describes those school organizations that have signed up for Internet access 

through the MRESC consortium as evidenced by a contract with an awarded provider or an E-

Rate filing that references the consortium. 

 Non-Participating means that a school did not purchase Internet services from an MRESC 

awarded provider. 

 Impacted is used to describe a school organization that will receive Internet access from an 

MRESC awarded provider as evidenced by current E-Rate filings without referencing the MRESC 

consortium. 

Regional Wide Area Network (WAN).  A regional WAN is a telecommunications network that connects 

its members across a distance for sharing digital information.  Districts receive a high-speed transport 

connection from a designated school hub-site to the vendors’ network cloud.  Internet is delivered from 

the vendor directly through the transport connection to each school hub-site.   

RFP- Request for Proposals. A procurement vehicle for conducting a consortium purchase of services. 

Service Categories.  Three service categories were used in the RFP awarded to vendors to provide 

Internet access and transport connection: (1) basic broadband service, (2) regional WAN and Internet 

service, and (3) intra-district WAN connections.  

SLD.  Schools and Libraries Division of the Universal Service Administrative Company responsible for 

administering universal service. 

USAC.  The Universal Service Administrative Company is the parent company responsible for overseeing 

the administration of the Universal Service Fund. 

Value. Value is measured as price per unit of bandwidth. 

WAN.  Wide Area Network.  A WAN is a telecommunications system that connects like-minded users 

(schools) together for the exchange of digital information. It can be a regional WAN connecting multiple 

districts or an intra-district WAN connecting campus buildings in the same district.  
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Appendix E: School Data and Pivot Tables  

See related Excel Spreadsheet “NJDRLAP Master 01JUN15”. 
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Appendix F: E-Rate Background and Administration 

The federal Universal Service Schools and Libraries Program, commonly known as the E-Rate Program, 

provides financial support to eligible schools and libraries that qualify for reduced rates for 

telecommunications, telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections, and basic 

maintenance of internal connections.  

Eligible participants include public and most non-profit 

K-12 schools as well as all public and many private 

libraries.  Applications may cover individual schools, 

entire school districts and consortia.  All program 

participants must carry out a competitive bidding 

process to select the most cost-effective companies to 

provide the goods and/or services requested.  

Applications are made to the Schools and Libraries 

Division, a part of the Universal Service Administrative 

Company (USAC). 

Funding may be requested under five categories of 

service: Telecommunications, Telecommunications 

Services, Internet Access, Internal Connections, and 

Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections.  Discounts 

for support depend on the level of poverty and the 

urban/rural status of the population served and range 

from 20 percent to 90 percent of the costs of eligible 

services.  Schools as well as libraries can apply on their 

own or they can form consortia to aggregate demand 

and thereby negotiate lower prices.  

MRSEC has filed a Universal Service Program for 

Schools and Libraries Consortium (E-Rate) FCC Form 

470 to coincide with the issuance of the RFP.  Form 

470 is the procurement vehicle for E-Rate.  The MRSEC 

Form 470 number is 734910001199609.  The advantage of utilizing master contracts negotiated by third 

parties is that local procurement regulations have been met and there is no need to issue local RFPs or 

bids.   

For more information about the federal E-Rate program, refer to the USAC website: 

http://www.usac.org/sl/  

 

The E-Rate program asserts that 

full access to telecommunications 

and information resources makes 

possible the rich teaching and 

learning that take place in schools 

and libraries.  For K-12 

institutions to provide the high 

level of service necessary for their 

students and patrons to 

participate fully in American 

society, the costs can be great.  

Telecommunications and Internet 

access, the hardware needed for 

assembling local networks, and 

maintenance of systems and 

machines can stretch budgets that 

are already under stress. For 

these reasons, participation in the 

federal E-Rate program should be 

essential for all New Jersey school 

organizations. 

http://www.usac.org/sl/

